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In the context of relativistic addition of velocities, Levinson [l] has clarified
a point by proving the following theorem:
Let U, w be two numbers such that

U-V
w = 1 - g(u, V)
where g(u, v) obeys the conditions
14,

implies

lvl<l

Id<1

g(u, 74 = g(-u, -74 = g(v, 4
g<l

and

g(u, 1) = u

and

‘do, 0) = 0
g(1, V) = v.

(2)
(3)
(4
(5)

Further, let h(x) be any function such that h(1) = 1 and 0 < h(x) < 1
in [0, 1) and [l - h(x)]/(l - X) < A for some A in the same interval.
Also, any function F(x, r) is defined for ] x 1 < 1 and 0 < I < 2 such that
F(r, r) 3 0 for x > 0 and F(x, I) = min[2, ( 1/4A2)] for x < 0.
Then all functions
g(u, v) = uv - uzquv, t2 + v”) [l - h(G)] [I - h(G)]

(6)

satisfy the requirements (2)-(5) and not only g = uv as was supposed by
Ramakrishnan [2]. In fact, the class of functions is enlarged even further in
an appendix.
This note intends to point out that Levinson’s class of functions will pick
g = uv as the only choice provided it is suitably extended beyond the square
IUI, lvl =I*
For every v in the infinite strips 1ZI / > 1, I u 1 < 1 there exists a Levinson
function g for which
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Therefore

we may define the relative velocity

in this strip by the identit!

(7)
This implies that the equivalent

condition

satisfied by g for every 2: is

24- (1i’W)
. 1 -g(u,
l/z) = l*

u-v

1 -g(u,v)

(8)

Using (6) this reduces to
(v - 24)F(uv, u2 + v’) [ 1 - +a)]
+($-+($,

uz+&)

[l-h(&)]

(9)

+ uF(uv, 242+ v’) [l - h(G)]
XF(++&)[l-h(-$)][l-h(G)]=0
which is true only when F = 0.
Next, when ] u 1is also >l the relation similar to (7) is

?a@, l/V) =

1
w(l/u,

(10)

l/v)

so that we now have

(11)
Equivalently

-F(uv, u2 + v')
=;F(;,$+$)

[l -

h(u”)] [l - h(a2)]
[l-h($)]

[l-h($)],

(12)

which is true only again when F = 0. Hence the result.
It is desirable to point out that velocities >l are not “choatic”
[2] at
least because phase velocities beyond the resonance frequencies are > 1.
Therefore (7) (and (11)) are certainly “natural completions of the Newtonian
definition”
[2] of relative velocity. Indeed, they have been derived from first
principles and discussed extensively elsewhere [3, 41.
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